
Movie Monday Society
2033 Chaucer Street

Victoria B C  V8R 1H6
250-595-5977       www.islandnet.com/mm     

Feb 7/04

BCSS Victoria Branch
941 Kings Rd
Victoria B C   V8T 1W7

This is a request for continuation of your support for our program.

Again, the amount requested is $588.50, which you contributed last August.  It covers the licence fee to show 
theatrical releases to our audience. The previous donation was made in April so I’m hoping the period you will 
consider covered by your funding will be April/04 to April /05.

During this past year Movie Monday has provided, with your support, about 60 events. These have been, by 
design, inclusive of people sidelined by mental illnesses including schizophrenia. Our events are meant to be 
particularly accessible to those on limited means, to whom an admission charge would prove a barrier to the 
entertainment, education, socialization, and psychosocial rehab opportunities we provide ("our free – by 
donation" policy is why particularly we are needing donations)

Your support is acknowledged on every week’s telephone message as well as on our programs (and as soon as 
we can get a logo from you, on our sponsor page of our web site, small slip up there!).

As well as popular films, we are showing and discussing films by independent filmmakers, including films on 
schizophrenia like MY NAME IS WALTER JAMES CROSS, and HANS FEAR: GHOST OF A DEAD CAT, and 
SPIDER. These are presented with discussions that really engage audiences to join in the discussions and learn 
more about the illnesses, understand the burden of stigma that comes with the condition, and to recognise 
hope does exist. Each event has some message about some aspect of mental illness and recovery: examples, 
highlights of accomplishments, events and awareness campaigns. The fact that I’m up there presenting the 
events Monday after Monday is in itself a reminder of recovery being more than just a hypothetical option for 
people with serious mental illness.

I’m looking forward to screening and discussing other new films about the subject of schizophrenia in the near 
future including: SEE GRACE FLY and PEOPLE SAY I’M CRAZY (I’ll be meeting that subject /filmmaker in 
May at Dr Karlinsky’s Frames of Mind Fest in Vancouver - www.peoplesayimcrazy.com).

I’ve enjoyed warm reception and fruitful interaction with Patty, Liz, the Pryors, Jo Anne, librarian Jean and 
others at your agency over the past couple of years and look forward to your continued support in the future. 
This feels like what partnership in the mental health field should be.

Sincerely,

Bruce Saunders
Co-ordinator Movie Monday Society

http://www.islandnet.com/mm

